Literacy Review
Year 3 Summer term.
1. Write as many words as you can think of that you use when
someone is speaking.
Eg. shouted, whispered etc.
2. Re-write these sentences as if they happened yesterday.
A) The boy sings.
B) The girls play happily.
C) I play the flute.
D) She plays with her sister.
3. Fill the gaps in this table with correct adjectives.
colour
size
weather
thin
red
snowy
fat
rainy
4. Copy and punctuate these sentences properly.
a) the pencil is green the sharpener is blue
b) emma played with her friends
c) london is a lovely town
d) they all played together the teacher was in the
staffroom
5. Add the prefix un/dis to the beginning of these words.
a) do
b) agree
c) tie
d) dress
e) buckle
f) load
g) obey

6.

Show these words have two syllables. Do it like this slowly
= slow+ly.
a) beggar
b) snowflake
c) hugging
d) butter
e) spelling
f) careful
g) report

7.

Fill in the gap with suitable nouns and underline the nouns.
a)
b)
c)
d)

8.

The rocket landed on the ______.
Some _______ wear glasses.
The noisy ______had a loud bark.
An _______ is round and soft.

Copy the sentences below. Write them as if you were Jim.

Jim was going home.
On his way home he saw a fire.
Jim ran home to tell his mum.
She said that he had been a good boy.
9. Match up the sentence to the correct definition.
a) An adjective
is a naming word.
b) A noun
are words that mean the same.
c) A verb
is a describing word.
d) Synonyms
is a doing or being word.
10. Arrange these in alphabetical order.
a) fat, light, short, heavy, good
b) fast, wooden, round, old, round

11. Write these compound words as sums, like this:
Metal = met+al
a) outside
b) footstep
c) carrot
d) postcard
12. Copy these sentences. Write the verbs as if they have
already happened.
Do it like this:
Mark takes a bus to Jane’s house.
Mark took a bus to Jane’s house.
a) Jane and Mark feel sick.
b) The table is covered with party food.
c) They drink a bottle of pop.
d) They eat all the cake.
13. Use a dictionary to write the definitions of these.
a) scales
b) reptile
c) inhabit
d) erupt
e) citizen
14. Correct the spelling of these words. Use a dictionary to
help you.
a) purson
b) speer
c) barc
d) docter
e) peple
f) warter

